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For a multivariate normal distribution with unknown mean vector and 
unknown dispersion matrix, a sequential procedure for estimating the unknown 
mean vector is suggested. The procedure is shown to be asymptotically “risk 
efficient” in the sense of Starr (Ann. Math. Statist. (1966), 1173-1185), and 
the asymptotic order of the “regret” (see Starr and Woodroofe, Proc. Nat. Acad. 
Sci. 63 (1969), 285-288) is given. Moderate sample behaviour of the procedure 
using Monte-Carlo techniques is also studied. Finally, the asymptotic normality 
of the stopping time is proved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Sequential point estimation of the univariate normal mean with unknown 
variance was initiated by Robbins [6], and was followed up by Starr [9] and 
Starr-Woodroofe [l 11. These procedures were extended to the trivial multi2 
variate case of diagonal dispersion matrix by Khan [5] and Rohatgi-O’Neill [7]. 
Recently Sinha and Mukhopadhyay [8] h ave studied the above point estimation 
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problem in the bivariate case when the dispersion matrix is arbitrary positive 
definite (p.d.), but the weight matrix (also p.d.) is diagonal. The loss structure 
assumed is weighted squared error plus cost. 
In the present paper, we have considered the multivariate point estimation 
problem under similar loss structure as Sinha and Mukhopadhyay, when both 
the dispersion and weight matrices are arbitrary p.d. The sequential procedure 
suggested by us enjoys the asymptotic optimality properties from the point of 
view of “risk-efficiency” and “regret” (to be defined in Section 2) as compared 
to the fixed sample size optimal procedure when C is known. The procedure 
also performs very well for moderate sample sizes. 
The sequential procedure is introduced in Section 2, and certain preliminary 
lemmas are established there. The asymptotic behaviour of risk-efficiency and 
regret are studied in Section 3. We study the moderate sample behaviour of 
the proposed procedure in Section 4 by Monte-Carlo techniques generating 
pseudo-random bivariate normal deviates. The asymptotic normality of the 
stopping time is proved in Section 5. 
2. THE SEQWNTIAL PROCEDURE 
Let (Z, = (X1, ,..., X9,)‘, k > 1) be a sequence of multinormal variables 
with unknown mean vector l.~ and dispersion matrix C. Having recorded 
z z,, 1 ,..‘, suppose the loss incovered in estimating or, by Z, is 
L, = (z, - p)’ A(!&, - IL) + cn where Z, = (l/n) 2 Zt , n> 1; 
t-1 
(24 
A is a knownp x p p.d. matrix and c (> 0) is the known cost per unit sample. 
Then the risk is given by 
R,(c) = EL,, = n-l tr(U) + cry. (2.2) 
For known E, R,(c) attains a minimum value 
R,*(c) = 2cn*, where n* = [tr(m)/c]r/s. (2.3) 
We ignore the fact that n* need not be an integer. When E is unknown, no fixed 
sample size procedure miniiizes (2.2) f  or all E and hence the idea of developing 
a suitable sequential procedure is in order. The following stopping rule, 
motivated from (2.3) is therefore suggested. 
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The stopping time N = N(c) is the smallest integer n > tta (> 2) for which 
rr >, {tr(AS,J/c}112, where (K - 1) Sk = f (2, - &)(Zi - ZJ’, K > 2. 
i=l 
(2.4) 
By the Helmert orthogonal transformation Wi = (Xi + a** + Xi-r - 
(i - 1) X,)/(i(i - 1))1/2, i 3 2, one can alternately write (k - 1) Sk = CL, WiWi, 
K > 2. Note that (w, , i = 2,3,...} is an i.i.d. sequence of normal variables 
with zero means and dispersion matrix C; E being p.d. there exists a non- 
singular B such that BEB’ = I, , the unit matrix of order p. Then, 
(n - 1) tr(AS,) = i W;AWi = i U’(B’-‘AB-I) Ui , 
i-2 i=2 
where (Vi, i > 2) is a sequence of i.i.d. JV(O, I,) variables. If now h, ,..., X, 
are the eigenvalues of B’-lAB-l, i.e., the eigenvalues of AZ, it follows that 
(n - 1) tr(AS,) = i hj i Tyt , n b 2, 
5-l f=2 
and the Tji)s are i.i.d. Jlr(O, 1) variables. 
We can write (2.4) alternately as 
where f X, = tr(AZ) 
j-1 
(2.5) 
the stopping time N = N(c) is the smallest integer n > n&2) for which 
cn2(n - 1) > i X, 2 T;* . (2.6) 
j-1 i-2 
We now establish some important properties of the above sequential procedure. 
LEMMA 1. If0 < ai < co (i = l,..., p), then, P(N < co) = 1. 
Proof. P(N = co) = limn+m P(N > n) < limn,m P(cn2 < tr(AS,)). Using 
(2.5) and the strong law of large numbers, tr(AS,) + tr(AE) a.s. as n + co. 
Also, 0 < tr(AZ) < co since 0 < ut < co, i = l,..., p, and AZ is p.d. Hence 
the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. N(c) 4 in c. lim,+, N(c)/n* = 1 a.s. 
Proof. The first part of the lemma is obvious from the definition of N. It 
follows immediately that N(c) --+ co a.s. as c + 0. Hence, tr(AS,(,)) + tr(AZ), 
tr(ASN(o)--l)) + tr(AE) a.s. as c --+ 0. Use now the inequality 
[tr(ASN(c))/c]1’2 < N G no + [tr(ASN-l)/c11/2. (2.7) 
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Dividing both sides of (2.7) by n* = [tr(AC)/c]llz and making c -+ 0, we get 
the result. 
LEMMA 3. E(N) < n* + n, + 1. 
E(N2) < n*2 + 3n* + no2 + n, + 2 < (n* + no + l)2. 
Proof. 
(N - 112 < (n, - 1)2 IINCn,l + c-r tr(A%-1) 
< (n, - 1)” + c-l(N - 2)-l f Aj I:, T$ 
j=l 
< (n, - 1)” + CCl(N - 2)-l 9 Xj f  Tjfi . 
j=l i=2 
Hence, 
(N - l)(N - 2) < (n, - 1)2 (N - 2)(N - 1)-l + c-r(N - 1)-l i h, 2 Ti”f 
j-1 is2 
Using now a result of Robbins (see Starr and Woodroofe [lo]), we get 
[E(N - 2)12 < E(N - 2)2 < E[(N - l)(N - 2)] < (no - 1)’ + C-r i hj 
j-1 
= (n, - 1)” + n*2. 
Hence,E(N)~2+{(n,-l)s+n*2}1~2,(2+nt,-l+n*=n*+n,+1; 
EN2 < 3EN - 2 + (no - 1)” + n*2 < n*2 + 3n* + noa + no + 2 < 
(n* + no + 1)2, since no 3 2. 
Remark 1. Lemma 3 gives an exact upper bound for E(iV - n*). It says 
that the ASN cannot exceed the optimal sample size when E is known by more 
than n,, + 1. The result is much stronger than earlier available results which 
study only the limiting behaviour of E(N). 
Next we obtain the risk corresponding to the sequential procedure. Towards 
this, first observe that the event [N = n] depends only on S2 ,..., S, , and 
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hence is independent of z,, fort all n 3 tz,, . Thus the risk corresponding to the 
sequential procedure is given by 
R(c) = E[(&,, -’ P)’ A(& - r)] + cE(N) = tr(AE) E(N-l) + cE(N) 
= Cf(n*)a,E(N-1) + E(N)]. (2.8) 
Risk efficiency is defined as equal to t(c) = R(c)/&(c) = (1/2)[n*E(N-l) + 
E(N/n*)] and the regret is defined as equal to w(c) = R(c) - R,*(c) = 
cE[(N - n*)“/Nj. The following theorem is proved in this paper. 
THEOREM 1. (a) lim,, f(c) = 1, and (b) w(c) = O(c) us c + 0, for p > 2. 
We postpone the $&of of the theorem to the next section; (a) says that the procedure 
is asymptotically risk-ej&nt, i.e., the ratio of the risk corresponding to the sequential 
procedure to the risk corresponding to the optimal fixed sample size procedure 
tends to 1 as c -+ 0; (b) provides the asymptotic behaviour of regret as c -+ 0. 
These results are also true for p = 1 (see Starr [9] and Starr and Woodroofe [ll]). 
But then one needs n,, > 3. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
It follows from (2.3) that R,,(c) = Oe(~1/2) as c + 0. Hence, (a) as an imme- 
diate corollary to (b). To prove (b) the following lemmas are needed. 
LEMMA 4. p(N r %) = oe(~(1/2)(n~-1)9) US C + 0. 
LEMMA 5. For any 0 < 0 < 1, and p > 2, +V < en*) = Oe(~(~‘~)~o) as 
c + 0. 
LEMMA 6. For any$xed E in (0, l), E[N-l(N - ?z*)~ l[lN-n*~~C(n*~l’~~] = O( 1) 
as c-0. 
LEMMA 7. For any fixed E in (0, l), E[N-l(N - n*)2 IIN,n*+E(n*)+] = 0( 1) 
as c --f 0. 
i 
LEMMA 8. For anyfixed E in (0, l), E[N-l(N - n*)2 I[-E(s*)<N_R*<--E(n*)l’a~] = 
0(1)asc-+0. , r 
!’ 
To see ho& (b) of Theorem 1 follows from these lemmas, first note that it 
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suffices to show that E[N-l(N - n*)“] = 0( 1) as c --f 0. With this end firs 
observe that 
E[N-‘(iv - n*)“] = E[iv-l(N - n*)“{I b+&l + kz<N<r,1 + ~~t&v<tzl + kv>t,lll 
where cx = [n*(l - l )], ti = [n* - c(n*)‘q, tz = [n* + E(n*)lq, 0 < E < 1 
Now invoke Lemmas 5-8 to get E[N-l(N - n*)7 = O(1) as c + 0. 
It remains to prove Lemmas 4-8. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let Qy-” = C:_, Tfi (1 ,< j < p, n 3 2). Thei 
Qp-l’,..., Qf-” are i.i.d. x”,-i variables (n 3 2). Note that 
P(N = n,,) = P 
( 
f AjQF-l’ < cn02(n0 - 1) 
j=l ) 
. (3.2 
With the notations X = min(h, ,..., h,) and X’ = max(r\, ,..., A,), it follows fron 
(3.2) that 
P{Qi(+l) < q% - 1)) < P(N = no) < Wx&4 < q% - 1% 
Also, for every d (> 0) sufficiently small, 
(3.3 
P{xk2 < d} = ~oa’2 exp(--x) x@-‘)‘~ -&)- = 2k/2 ;;;2) + 1) (I + Odd)) 
Lemma 4 now follows from (3.3) and (3.4). 
(3.4 
Proof of Lemma 5. In view of Lemma 4 and p > 2 it s&ices to show tha 
~~~~~+, P(N = n) = O(C(~/~)%) as c --+ 0. But for n > n, + 1, 
P(N = n) < P 
( 
i h,QiF-l’ < m2(n - 1) 
i-l 1 
< kfo exp(hm2(n - 1)) E exp 
[ ( 
-/z ‘$ A,Qp-‘))] 
I-1 
= in,{ 
I 
exp(hm2(n - 1)) fi (1 + 2hjJz)-t”-i)‘s (3.5; 
1-l I 
< gfo exp(hcn2(n - 1)) 1 + 2h f hj 
I ( 
-h-l) 12 
f-1 > I 
-h-1)/2 
= exp(hscn2(n - 1)) 1 + 2h, i Aj , 
f-l 
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where h, = H(G:S1 A,)-l ((a*)-’ Cpal A, - 11, > 0 for n < [L%z*] since then 
(ens)-rCpl Aj > (ck%*2)-r~~~, A, = ka > 1. Thus, from (3.5), 
[en*3 bn*l 
C P(iV = n) < C ({exp(l - d,)} d,)“‘a)(n-l), (3.6) 
n=no+l n--no+1 
where d, = (CT=, h&l cn2. For n < [&*I, d,, ,( 8a < 1. Note that x exp(1 - x) 
is 4 in x for 0 < x < 1. So, from (3.6), one gets 
ten*1 
C P(N = *) < IL (fl Ajy e/(1’2)no nIzIl tlnoCZn-no-l, (3.7) 
n=no+l 
where E ;*{f12 exp(1 - 02)}1/2 < 1. Using the ratio rule of convergence, the 
series &J+, nmoF-no-l converges. The lemma follows now from (3.7). 
Remark 2. In the case p = 1, Starr [9] has shown that P(N < [ht*]) = 
O,(C(~O-~)/~). In that case, in proving Theorem 1 directly, without any appeal 
to Theorem 2, one needs show n*P(N < [&*I) + 0 as c + 0 which is true 
iff n, > 3. We can also prove Theorem 1 directly in the lines of Starr [9] by 
using Lemmas 3-5. The basic difference is that in the present case, in view of 
Lemma 5, n*P(N < [en*]) = O(C(~O-~)/~) -+ 0 as c -+ 0 iff n, > 2. 
Remark 3. The crudity in Lemma 5 appears in the use of the inequality 
nI$i (1 -+ 2AJ~)-(r/~)(~-l) < (1 + 2h CT=1 XJ-(ila)(+l). For instance, if Ais are 
all equal, using the same type of argument as in Lemma 4, one ends up with 
P(N < [en*]) = O,( c(%-r)p/a) rather than O(c(r/a)no). However, no matter how 
crude the inequality is, it enables us to establish the asymptotic properties of 
the sequential procedure with the starting sample size as small as two. 
Proof of Lemma 6. 
mw~ - n*J2 ~[,N-n*,<r(n’)‘lql 
< c2n*(n* - ~(n*)l/~)-l P(I N - n* 1 < ,(n*)l12) 
< G(l - +*)-r/a) = O(1) as c+O. 
Proof of Lemma 7. First use the inequality 
EWW - nY fCN,nr+,cnr~~ql 
< EW - .*I2 @*I-’ ~~(N-n.~(n~~-fh,EJ 
= E[X24x,c~1 > where X = (N - n*)/(n*)li2. (3.8) 
Let F(x) denote the’ distribution function of X. Using the finiteness of the 
@3/6/2-7 
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second -Moment of (N - n*)/(n*)lj2 (which follows from Lemma 3), one gets 
after integration by parts, 
W2~k>dl e 2(1 - F(e)) + 2 Irn x(1 - F(x)) dx. (3.9) E 
‘But, 1’ - F(x) = P(N > n* + x(n*)l/2) = P(N > t), where t = t(x) == 
[n* + x(n*)l12]. We have then, 
P(N > t) < P i hjQ3(t--l) > ct2(t - 
i=l 
= P 2 A$(Q;T-l’ - (t - 1)) > (t - 1) (ct2 
j=l 
Now, 
ct2 - f  Aj 3 c(n* + x(n”)l/2 - 1)2 - i hj 
j=l j=l 
> 24n*y + cx%z* - 2cn” - 2cx(n*y 
f 4)) 
j=l 
(3.10) 
> Kxc114 for small c, where K is a positive constant. 
(3.10) 
Hence, for small c, 
P(N > t) < P &(Q:T-” - (t - 1)) > Kxc114(t - 
< {K4xk(t - l)“>-’ E ($lA,(QP-*’ - (t - 1)))’ 
< (K%+c(t - 1)3-l (2 A,“) (12(t - 1) + qt - 1)2}p4 
i=l 
< const x-4 for small c, noting that t = Oe(c-lj2). (3.11) 
Hence, from (3.9)-(3.11), 
E[X21[xNl] < ~~(1 - F(E)) + C J=’ x--3 dx, (3.12) 
where C is a constant. The, lemma follows now from (3.8) and (3.12). 
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%of.af Lemma 8. First observe tI 
Jvw~ - .*I2 J~-~n*<N-n*<-s(n*~lla~ 
<@z*- +*y2y n*q(n*)-l (N - .*I2 ~~-m*<~-n*<-F(n*~ll~~l 
= (1 -t O(l)) E[X211_~(n*,l’a<x<_el, x = (N - n*)/(n*)‘/2. 
Denoting, as before, the df of X by F(x), integration by parts gives 
Now, 
xF(-x) dx. 
q-x) ,= P(N < n* - x(n*)w) 
= P(N < n* - a*) + P(n* - en* < N < n* - x(n*)1/2) 
= O(&1/2hl ) + P(n* - en* < N < n* - x(n*)l12), 
using Lemma 5. Let m, = [n* - en*], m, = [n* - x(n*)‘/2]. Then, 
p(? + 1 d N < m2) = 
Note that for n < n* - x(n*)li2, 
P 
L-n2 - c A, < c(n * - x(n*)w)2 - i xj = cx’Jn* - 2cx(n*)V2 < -Kc114x , 
i=l j=l 
for small c, where K is a positive constant. Hence, for small c, 
P(m, + 1 < N < mz) < P mfl Xj(Qy-” - (n - 1)) < -Kc~~~xm, 
=P 
( 
min f &(QJ”-l’ 
Wt~+l<?I&sj~l 
- (n - 1)) < - Kc1i4q). 
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Observe now that {Q+-l) = Cr=, &(Qy-l) - (n - l)), 71 > 2) is a stationary 
martingale sequence. Kolmogorov inequality for martingales now gives 
P(,,+%?<, Q(%-l) < - Kc114xm,) 
* 
< E[ Q(“-) - Q’“l’]4/(m14ctiK4) 
= E[Q’““-“‘-“]“/(~“c~K4) 
< const(m, - m1 - 1)2/m,4cx4 < const/c(n*)2 x4 < const/ti. 
Hence, 
< ET(-E) + 2 O(C(1’2)no 
) [d”“” 
x dx + const 
< E~F(--z) + 2 O(C(~‘~)(~~-~)) + const e-s = O(1) as c + 0 since n, > 2. 
This proves the lemma. 
4. MODERATE SAMPLE BEHAVIOUR OF THE STOPPING TIME 
In this section we present the results of a few Monte-Carlo experiments 
with pseudo-random bivariate normal deviates using the stopping rule given 
in Section 2. We fix 
a 11=2, a12=1, a,,=3, a,=u2~1 
with p = O.l(O.2)O.g. We compute c from the relation 
c = tr(AE)/n*2 = (all + &,P + a22Yn*2, 
where n* takes the values 5(5)25, 40, 50(25)1(K), 150, 200. For each entry we 
estimate E(N), E(N-l) by repeating the experiment 100 times in a H-400 
electronic computer. In all the, cases n, = 3. 
Remarks. (1) Average sample size is quite near the values of tl* in the 
range c considered for computations. 
(2) Negative regrets at places are, we believe, due to rounding off errors. 
(3) The performance of the rule given in (2.5) on the whole, is very 
satisfactory and it can be recommended for use in practice. 
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TABLE I 
ASN, Risk Efficiency and Regret when p = 0.1 
?l* 1OOC E(N) E(lIW 
5 20.8000 4.93 0.2209 
10 5.2000 9.63 0.1133 
15 2.3111 14.69 0.0731 
20 1.3000 19.64 0.0544 
25 0.8320 25.49 0.0397 
40 0.3250 39.94 0.0253 
50 0.2080 49.92 0.0201 
75 0.0924 56.19 0.0100 
100 0.5200 99.81 0.0100 
150 0.2311 151.39 0.0066 
200 0.1300 150.59 0.0037 
w 44 
1.0454 0.09451 
1.0483 0.05024 
1.0383 0.02656 
1.0353 0.01836 
1.0060 0.00249 
1.0047 0.00122 
1.0033 0.00069 
0.7521 -0.03437 
1.0013 0.00014 
1.0010 0.00006 
0.7506 -0.01297 
TABLE II 
ASN, Risk Efficiency and Regret when p = 0.3 
n* 1ooC E(N) E(W) C(c) 44 
5 22.4000 4.92 0.2205 1.0431 0.09667 
10 5.6000 9.11 0.1275 1.0929 0.10408 
15 2.4889 14.79 0.7269 1.0381 0.02848 
20 1.4000 19.64 0.0520 1.0112 0.00627 
25 0.8960 25.02 0.0407 1.0098 0.00438 
40 0.3500 40.12 0.0251 1.0041 0.00116 
50 0.2240 50.18 0.0200 1.0034 0.00077 
75 0.0995 75.01 0.0133 1.0021 0.00032 
100 0.0560 99.99 0.0100 1.0019 0.00022 
150 0.2489 149.40 0.0067 1.0010 0.00007 
200 0.1400 149.97 0.0037 0.7507 -0.01396 
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TABLE III 
ASN, Risk Efficiency and Regret when p = 0.5 
n* 1OOc E(N) E(lIN) t(c) 4) 
5 24.0000 4.76 0.2338 1.0606 0.14545 
10 6.0000 9.49 0.1207 1.0780 0.09369 
15 2.6667 15.06 0.0715 1.0383 0.03068 
20 1.5000 19.89 0.0516 1.0130 0.00781 
25 0.9600 25.41 0.0400 1.0081 0.00389 
40 0.3750 39.80 0.0254 1.0057 0.00170 
50 0.2400 50.21 0.0200 1.0040 0.00096 
75 0.1067 75.26 0.0133 1.0027 0.00044 
100 0.0600 74.56 0.0076 0.7515 -0.02982 - 
150 0.0267 149.84 0.0067 1.0014 0.00011 
200 0.0150 199.66 0.0050 l.ooO8 0.00005 
TABLE IV 
ASN, Risk Efficiency and Regret when p = 0.7 
?l* IOOC -WV J-WIN) I(4 44 
5 16.6500 4.67 0.2392 1.0650 0.16657 
10 6.4000 9.49 0.1209 1.0789 0.10104 
15 2.8444 14.68 0.0735 1.0404 0.03449 
20 1.6000 19.13 0.0543 1.0216 0.01381 
25 1.0240 24.81 0.0416 1.0157 0.00802 
40 0.4000 40.53 0.0249 1.0061 0.00195 
30 0.2560 50.00 0.0202 1.0046 0.00118 
75 0.1138 55.57 0.0102 0.7521 - 0.04230 
loo 0.0640 98.64 0.0101 1.0027 0.00034 
150 0.0284 149.79 0.0067 1.0017 0.00014 
200 0.0160 199.14 0.0050 1.0010 o.OOOo7 
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j , TABLE V 
ASN, Risk Efficiency and Regret when p = 0.9 
> 
n* 1OOc -WY EUIN) 5(c) 44 
5 27.2000 4.56 0.2445 1.0673 0.18310 
10 6.8000 9.29 0.1266 1.0976 0.13269 
15 3.0222 14.38 0.0798 1.0779 0.07064 
20 1.7000 19.50 0.0584 1.0717 0.04875 
25 1.0880 25.45 0.0422 1.0367 0.01999 
40 0.4250 39.50 0.0257 1.0089 0.00306 
50 0.2720 49.32 0.0204 1.0046 0.00125 
75 0.1209 73.76 0.0137 1.0046 0.00084 
100 0.0680 99.53 0.0100 1.0024 0.00032 
150 0.0302 149.92 0.0067 1.0021 0.00019 
200 0.0170 199.50 0.0050 1.0011 0.00007 
5. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY OF THE STOPPING TIME 
In this section we prove the asymptotic normality of the stopping time N(c) 
as c -+ 0 by using a theorem of Ghosh and Mukhopadhyay [3]. With this end 
observe from (2.4) that the stopping time N(c) is the first integer n (2 n,) for 
which n > $,T, where #C = c-lj2, T,, = (tr(AS,))r/a, n >, 2. Note that #C + 00 
as c --f 0, P( T, < 0) = 0 for n > 2. Recall from (2.5) the representation of 
tr(AS,) as the mean of n iidrv’s with finite second moment. Using Anscombe’s 
El] result, one gets now, 
We(,) (T& - f Ai)// g Aj2j'/2 xN(O, 1) as c -+ 0; (5.2) 
i=l 
N1~2(c)(T~~,~, - El &)/I2 $I Aj2/1'2 2 X(0, 1) as c -+ 0. 
(5.3) 
Writing a = (& X,)1/a and b = ((l/2) Cy=r Xi2/C~=i hj)lj2 and using a theorem 
of Mann and Wald, one has 
N”“(W,(c, - 4/b A d-(0, 1) as c-+0; (5.4) 
~""(c)(T,(c,, - 4/b 4 J-(0, 1) as c-+0. (5.5) 
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Applying now the theorem of Ghosh and Mukhopadhyay [3] one gets 
(N(c) - O,)/(&‘“) 2 40,1> as c-0, (5.6) 
where 6, = a& , d = b/a. 
6. EPILOG 
The authors’ attention has recently been drawn to an unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis of J. Callahan [2]. A paper of Gleser [4] may be referred to as well. 
Callahan [2] considers the same estimation problem as ours with A = RI,, 
where k is a known positive constant. She studies the asymptotic risk efficiency, 
but does not consider the regret. As noted already, the asymptotic risk efficiency 
follows as a corollary, once the regret is shown to be of sufficiently small order. 
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